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(3) 801–811, 1997.—Several “taste
reactivity” studies of dopamine and reward have concluded that pimozide suppresses the hedonic reaction patterns normally
elicited by sucrose but enhances aversive reaction patterns elicited by quinine. However, other taste reactivity studies have
failed to find hedonic/aversive shifts in reaction patterns after dopamine antagonists or dopamine lesions. The divergent con-
clusions have come from two different laboratories. To resolve the controversy regarding dopamine blockade and palatabil-
ity, the present study joined the two laboratories to investigate the effect of pimozide on taste reactivity patterns elicited by
sucrose and quinine. The results replicated many (but not all) of the earlier findings and identified procedural factors respon-
sible for different outcomes. Overall, the results provide evidence for sensorimotor effects of pimozide on taste reactivity but
not for a hedonic shift in palatability. Pimozide suppressed both hedonic and aversive reaction patterns in a gradual sensorim-
otor fashion when the eliciting taste stimulus was repeated or continued for several minutes. The general suppression typi-
cally did not alter the initial reaction to a taste but emerged only after an oral infusion of sucrose or quinine continued for sev-
eral minutes or trials. Aversive reactions were never enhanced. The balance between hedonic and aversive reaction patterns
was not shifted by pimozide. We conclude that pimozide produces a sensorimotor impairment of taste reactivity patterns but
does not shift taste palatability toward anhedonia or aversion. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc.
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BLOCKADE of dopamine receptors by neuroleptic drugs,
such as pimozide, disrupts the motivational effectiveness of
food and other rewards (18,20,22–24,34,47,56,58,61,69,70,73).
Such effects have led many investigators to the conclusion
that food reward is mediated in part by mesotelencephalic
dopamine systems [e.g., (2,18,24,33,35,48,55,57,71,72,75)], al-
though the relative roles of reward suppression vs. motor im-
pairment on behavioral performance after dopamine antago-
nist administration has been the subject of much debate [e.g.,
(54,58,70)]. A review of the evidence in favor of a dopamine
role for food reward in particular has been recently provided
by Smith (58).

The most straightforward hypothesis for the role of dopa-
mine in reward is that pimozide and other dopamine antago-

nists produce anhedonia, a specific reduction of the capacity
for sensory pleasure [e.g., (68–70,73)]. Regarding food re-
ward, this hypothesis implies that dopamine antagonists
should shift food palatability, making preferred foods less pal-
atable or unpreferred foods more aversive.

Perhaps the most direct method available for studying
changes in hedonic or aversive palatability in human infants
or adult animals is through affective reaction measures [e.g.,
(6,29,60)]. In rats, affective reaction patterns can be studied
by using the taste reactivity technique developed by Grill and
Norgren (31). 

 

Hedonic

 

 reaction patterns are emitted by rats
to sweet tastes, whereas 

 

aversive

 

 reaction patterns are emitted
to bitter tastes. Both categories of reaction are altered by
physiological hunger and satiety, by conditioned aversions
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and appetites and by brain lesions and many other manipula-
tions, as would be expected if they reflected palatability [for
review of taste reactivity and palatability, see (6)]. Most di-
rectly relevant to this study, hedonic and aversive taste reac-
tivity patterns also are shifted by several pharmacological ma-
nipulations that are believed to change palatability, such as
systemic or intracranial administration of opioid or benzodi-
azepine agonists (5,10,16,27,40,41,44–46,49).

Several taste reactivity studies of pimozide effects on pal-
atability conducted by Parker and colleagues at Wilfrid-
Laurier University have appeared to support the anhedonia
hypothesis. For example, Leeb et al. (37) found that repeated
systemic administration of pimozide eventually suppressed
hedonic reactions elicited by a 10-min infusion of sucrose into
the mouth, especially during the second half of the test. Con-
versely, Parker and Lopez (43) reported that pimozide en-
hanced aversive reactions to a 2-min infusion of a concen-
trated quinine solution. In other words, pimozide appeared to
make palatable tastes less pleasant and to make noxious tastes
more unpleasant.

However, other taste reactivity studies of the role of dopa-
mine in palatability, conducted primarily at the University of
Michigan, have failed to find a palatability shift in hedonic or
aversive reactions after manipulation of dopamine systems.
For example, haloperidol pretreatment failed to reduce he-
donic reactions or increase aversive reactions to a 1-min infu-
sion of sucrose or quinine (64). More dramatically, 6-hydroxy-
dopamine (6-OHDA) lesions of the nigrostriatal dopamine
system, which made rats aphagic, also failed to reduce he-
donic taste reactivity or to increase aversive taste reactivity to
a 1-min infusion of sucrose or quinine (12). Even combined
nigrostriatal and mesolimbic 6-OHDA lesions, which pro-
duced over 95% depletion of dopamine from neostriatum and
accumbens, have failed to shift hedonic or aversive reaction
patterns (9). These and related results have led Berridge (6)
and Robinson and Berridge (50) to conclude that dopamine
systems do not mediate hedonic or aversive palatability and
that dopaminergic suppression does not produce anhedonia.

The present study was conducted to resolve this contro-
versy. Because the studies that have reported differing conclu-
sions have come from two different laboratories, in the
present study the Wilfrid Laurier and Michigan laboratories
joined together to combine procedures and reach agreement.
Several experimental parameters have differed consistently
between these two laboratories in previous studies: the dura-
tion of the test and of stimulus administration, the procedure
used to score videorecords, whether the experiment used
within-subject vs. between-subject comparisons of drug to ve-
hicle, etc. In the present study, several parameters were
changed systematically in cooperation with both laboratories,
and the effects of pimozide administration on taste reactivity
were assessed extensively.

 

EXPERIMENT 1: DOES PIMOZIDE MODIFY THE PALATABILITY
OF A SUCROSE SOLUTION?

 

In experiment 1, the ability of pimozide to modify sucrose
palatability in a 10-min test across 3 trials was assessed in both
laboratories, once in a between-subjects design [a replication of
a design by Leeb et al. (37)] and once in a within-subjects de-
sign (in which each rat serves as its own control, being tested
both in drug and vehicle conditions). The tapes from the four
experiments were shared and scored by both laboratories. Be-
cause the analyses performed by both laboratories were consis-
tent for the two designs, only the results from one laboratory

for each design are reported. We report the results of the be-
tween-subjects design collected at Wilfrid Laurier University
(experiment 1A) and the results of the within-subject design
collected at the University of Michigan (experiment 1B).

 

Method

Experiment 1A: Effect of pimozide on sucrose (Wilfrid-
Laurier University: between-subjects design). 

 

Twenty male
Sprague–Dawley rats (304–355 g) served as subjects. They
were housed in individual wire-mesh cages and maintained
in a room illuminated on a 12–12-h light–dark schedule.
Throughout the experiment, all rats had ad libitum access to
food and water. All experimental procedures occurred dur-
ing the light phase of the cycle.

 

Procedure.  

 

One day after their arrival in the laboratory, the
rats were maintained on unlimited access to a bottle contain-
ing 17% (0.5 M) sucrose solution and to a bottle containing
water for a 3-week period. During the final week, they were
surgically implanted with intraoral cannulae for presentation
of flavors in the subsequent taste reactivity test, by using the
surgical procedure described by Parker et al. (44).

One week after recovering from surgery, the adaptation
trials began. For each trial, a rat was placed in the test cham-
ber (22 cm 

 

3

 

 26 cm 

 

3

 

 20 cm) and was infused by intraoral
cannula with water at the rate of 1 ml/min for 10 min. The rats
received 2 adaptation trials, with each trial separated by 24 h.

Following the two adaptation trials, separate groups re-
ceived 3 trials (48 h apart) during which one group was in-
jected intraperitoneally (IP) with pimozide (0.5 mg/kg in
0.5 ml/kg, dissolved in 1.5% tartaric acid vehicle; 

 

n

 

 

 

5

 

 10) and
the other group was injected with drug-free vehicle (

 

n

 

 

 

5

 

 10),
4 h prior to an intraoral infusion of the familiar sucrose solu-
tion. During the 10-min intraoral infusion (1 ml/min), the rat’s
orofacial reactions were videotaped from a mirror located at
an angle beneath the rat’s cage.

 

Videoanalysis. 

 

The duration of rhythmic tongue protrusions
(forward protrusions beyond the lip, with a cycle of roughly
6 Hz), paw licks (licking directed toward the paws or fore-
limbs) and rhythmic mouth movements (opening and closing
of the jaw at roughly 6 Hz) were scored by using a keyboard
event recorder in real time by an observer blind to the experi-
mental conditions. Rhythmic tongue protrusions and paw
licks are the most prominent among three taste reactivity
components classified as strongly ingestive or hedonic [e.g.,
(31)]. Rhythmic mouth movements are a reaction that can be
classified as either weakly ingestive or neutral. In addition,
the occurrence of passive drips, a mildly aversive or neutral
response, was counted as the number of drips observed. The
frequency of rears (standing upward on the hindfeet) and
bouts of forward locomotion (walking or running) were
scored in terms of the number of bouts and summed to pro-
vide a measure of total activity. A bout was defined as a pe-
riod of any length during which rearing or locomotion were
continually emitted. Rearing and locomotion can be classified
as either aversive or measures of general motor activity [for
discussion of classification of taste reactivity components, see
(7,42)].

 

Experiment 1B: Effect of pimozide on sucrose (University of 
Michigan: within-subjects design)

Subjects. 

 

This experiment aimed to establish the cross-labora-
tory reliability of the effect of pimozide on taste reactivity to a
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prolonged 10-min oral infusion by using a within-subject de-
sign in which each rat served as its own control and a detailed
slow-motion videoanalysis. Eight Sprague–Dawley rats (born
at the University of Michigan) weighing 300–350 g at the be-
ginning of the experiment were housed in pairs on a 14–10 cy-
cle. Rats had free access to food and water. Experiments were
conducted between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.

 

Procedure. 

 

A within-subjects design was used that essentially
followed the procedure of experiment 1A, except that sucrose
was novel to the rats when they were first tested. Rats were
implanted with oral cannulae by using the surgical procedure
of Grill and Norgren (31) 1 week prior to testing. The test
chamber dimensions were 25 cm in round diameter 

 

3

 

 28 cm
high. Rats received 2 days of taste reactivity habituation with
water. Testing began 48 h after the last habituation and con-
tinued every other day for 3 trials that compared pimozide
with vehicle. On each day, rats were injected with pimozide or
vehicle in alternating and counterbalanced order. Pimozide
solutions were reheated to boiling each day and then allowed
to cool to room temperature to redissolve any pimozide that
had crystallized (chemical analysis was performed to ensure
that the chemical potency of the pimozide solution was not di-
minished by this procedure). For each test, a rat was allowed
to habituate to the chamber for 10 min prior to the infusion. A
10-min infusion of 17% sucrose solution (1 ml/min) was deliv-
ered by oral cannula with a syringe pump, and taste reactivity
was videotaped from below for later analysis.

 

Videoanalysis of taste reactivity data. 

 

The behavior of each rat
was scored by using a slow-motion videoanalysis procedure
(frame by frame to 0.10 actual speed) (29). This slow-motion
procedure is more laborious than a “real-time” analysis but
provides a fine-grained record of behavior with great accuracy
(7). Slow-motion analysis allowed inclusion of one extra type of
hedonic reaction in addition to those counted in experiment
1A: lateral tongue protrusions (nonrhythmic, single protrusions
past the side of the lip followed rapidly by forward extension
and retraction). Neutral reactions included rhythmic mouth
movements and plus passive dripping. General activity or aver-
sive reactions included locomotion (walking or running) and
rearing. Scoring criteria were as described in (46).

 

Statistics. 

 

A three-way repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to analyze the data, in which the separate
factors were drug (pimozide vs. control), trial session (1, 2, or
3), and minute within trial (1–10). The role of the factors was
subsequently analyzed in two ways: by post hoc tests with a
Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons and by sepa-
rate two-factor ANOVA. These two methods of analysis pro-
duced the same conclusions in terms of statistical significance;
thus, only the two-factor ANOVA results are described.

 

Results

Experiment 1A. 

 

Figure 1

 

 

 

presents the mean number of sec-
onds that the rats pretreated with pimozide or vehicle spent
displaying tongue protrusions, paw licking and mouth move-
ments and the mean frequency of activity bouts during each
minute of trials 1–3. The pimozide-pretreated group emitted
progressively fewer tongue protrusions, paw licking and bouts
of activity but progressively more mouth movements than the
vehicle-pretreated group.

The data for each behavior depicted in Fig. 1 were ana-
lyzed in a 3-factor ANOVA. The between-groups factor was
pretreatment drug (pimozide or vehicle) and the within-
groups factors were trial (1–3) and minutes within each trial
(1–10). Pimozide significantly suppressed emission of tongue

protrusions [

 

F

 

(1, 18) 

 

5

 

 5.6, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.05]. Minutes within a trial
[

 

F

 

(9, 162) 

 

5

 

 13.5, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01] also was a significant factor for
tongue protrusions, and there was an interaction between pre-
treatment drug and minutes [

 

F

 

(9, 162) 

 

5

 

 2.0, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.05]:
pooled across test trials, pimozide suppressed tongue protru-
sions only during minutes 2, 3 and 5 (

 

p

 

s 

 

,

 

 0.05). Trial number
was also a significant factor [

 

F

 

(2, 36) 

 

5

 

 9.6, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01], and
there was a marginal 3-way interaction between trial, pre-
treatment drug and minute [

 

F

 

(18, 324) 

 

5

 

 1.6, 

 

p

 

 

 

5

 

 0.06]. To
identify the effect of trial, the data for each trial were ana-
lyzed in separate 2 

 

3

 

 10 mixed-factor ANOVAs, which re-
vealed that pimozide suppressed tongue protrusions on trials
2 and 3 [

 

F

 

s(1, 18) 

 

.

 

 4.4, 

 

p

 

s 

 

,

 

 0.05) but not on trial 1.
For paw licking, there was only an overall suppression by

pimozide [

 

F

 

(1, 18) 

 

5

 

 4.0, 

 

p

 

 

 

5

 

 0.06]. For general activity, pi-
mozide suppressed locomotion and rearing [

 

F

 

(1, 18) 

 

5

 

 18.3,

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01]. For rhythmic mouth movements, pimozide actually
enhanced the amount of time spent in this mildly ingestive or
neutral reaction [

 

F

 

(1, 18) 

 

5

 

 28.3, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01].

 

Experiment 1B. 

 

As in experiment 1A, pimozide administra-
tion (0.5 mg/kg, IP) reduced total hedonic reaction patterns
(combined tongue protrusions, lateral tongue protrusions and
paw licking) emitted to 17% sucrose [3-way ANOVA for drug,
minute and trial; main effect of pimozide, 

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

 64.01, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

0.01; Fig. 2A].

 

 

 

When divided into individual reaction compo-
nents, rats emitted fewer tongue protrusions [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

 22.42,

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01] and fewer paw licks [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

 84.36, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01] but
more mouth movements [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

 25.4, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01] after pi-
mozide. Locomotion and rearing also decreased significantly un-
der pimozide treatment [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

 20.20, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.05]. Pimozide did
not alter the emission of lateral tongue protrusions [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

1.32, 

 

p

 

 

 

5

 

 0.4] or of passive dripping [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

 0.42, 

 

p

 

 

 

5

 

 0.62].
Minute was a significant factor for combined hedonic reac-

tions [

 

F

 

(9, 63) 

 

5

 

 17.59, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.001] in the 3-way ANOVA. When
the first minute of the 3 trials was analyzed with a 2-way
ANOVA, pimozide had no detectable effect on hedonic reac-
tions during the first minute of the three trials [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

 2.71,

 

p

 

 

 

5

 

 0.14]. However, pimozide significantly depressed hedonic
reactions during the 10th minute of the three trials [

 

F

 

(1, 7) 

 

5

 

21.01, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.01], which is consistent with the conclusion of Leeb
et al. (37) that the suppressive effect of pimozide becomes more
marked over time. There was a significant trial 

 

3

 

 minute inter-
action for the suppression of hedonic reactions [

 

F

 

(18, 126) 

 

5

 

3.13, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.001]. When each trial was analyzed separately by
2-way ANOVA (drug 

 

3

 

 minute), tongue protrusions were sig-
nificantly reduced during trials 2 and 3 but not during trial 1
[trial 2: 

 

F

 

(1, 9) 

 

5

 

 7.038, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.05; trial 3: 

 

F

 

(1, 9) 

 

5

 

 7.975, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

0.05]. Similarly, paw licks were reduced during trials 2 and 3
[

 

F

 

(1, 9) 

 

5

 

 6.15, 

 

p

 

 

 

,

 

 0.05] but not during trial 1 (Fig. 2B).

 

Discussion

The results of experiment 1 replicate the findings of Leeb
et al. (37) that pimozide suppresses reactions elicited by su-
crose infusions (tongue protrusions, paw licks, locomotion
and rearing) and that the suppressive effects become larger
over repeated trials. Suppression was typically not visible in
the first minute of an oral infusion, which is consistent with
the report of Treit and Berridge (64) that haloperidol fails to
change hedonic reactions in a 1-min trial, but became signifi-
cant in later minutes. Only the suppression of general activity
(locomotion and rearing) did not require time to develop. The
suppression of active reactions was not specific to a single af-
fective category. Although pimozide suppressed tongue pro-
trusions and paw licks, which belong to the hedonic category
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(i.e., they are elicited by preferred tastes), it also suppressed
rearing and locomotion, which belong to the aversive or gen-
eral activity categories (i.e., which are elicited by bitter qui-
nine and which occur during exploration).

Mouth movements, which belong to a weakly hedonic or
neutral category [i.e., they are correlated with taste prefer-
ence but less linearly than are tongue protrusions, lateral
tongue protrusions or paw licks (15,19,36,63)], were actually
increased in frequency by pimozide. Passive dripping of the
solution, which belongs to a weakly aversive or neutral cate-
gory (i.e., they reflect the absence of any active reaction), was
not changed by pimozide, indicating that actual ingestion of
the sucrose was not suppressed. This result may be similar to
that of Tryka and Smith (65,66) that dopamine antagonists
are less effective at suppressing ingestion of intraorally deliv-
ered sucrose than at suppressing free intake of the same solu-
tion. In the present experiment, the reduction in tongue pro-
trusions did not reduce the amount swallowed, which suggests
that mouth movements merely replaced tongue protrusions as
visible accompaniments to ingestion.

The reciprocal change in tongue protrusions and mouth
movements could conceivably be due to sensorimotor effects

of pimozide related to neuroleptic tardive dyskinesia. Al-
though the literature on tardive dyskinesia suggests that neu-
roleptic-induced mouth movements are produced only after
chronic treatment (17,25,26,67), Fowler et al. (21) reported
that haloperidol produces a motor suppression of tongue ex-
tension even when administered acutely. In normal rats, elec-
tromyographic recordings have revealed that mouth move-
ments are accompanied ordinarily by slight tongue protrusions
that are too low in amplitude to be visible from outside (39).
Suppression of the ability to protrude the tongue therefore may
convert visible rhythmic tongue protrusions into mere mouth
movements without visible protrusion of the tongue. Thus, the
enhancement of mouth movements by pimozide may reflect
an interaction with tongue control. If so, the change in mouth
movements was a secondary consequence of a primary motor
suppression of midline tongue protrusions through a conver-
sion of attempted tongue protrusions into mouth movements.

Sensorimotor Suppression Alone or Anhedonia Too?

Interpretation of taste reactivity regarding palatability de-
pends crucially on the pattern of change among reactions

FIG. 1. Experiment 1A: Effects of pimozide (0.5 mg/kg) on hedonic taste reactivity patterns. Mean number of seconds (6SEM) per minute that
rats spent displaying tongue protrusions (TP), mouth movements, paw licks (PL) and activity bouts in response to a 17% sucrose taste under
pimozide or vehicle treatment on 3 consecutive trials (between-subjects design).
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FIG. 2. Experiment 1B. A: Effects of pimozide (0.5 mg/kg) on hedonic taste reactivity patterns. Mean number of combined hedonic taste
reactivity reactions per minute to a 17% sucrose solution under pimozide (0.5 mg/kg) (closed squares) or vehicle (open circles) treatment during
3 consecutive trials (within-subjects design). B: Effects of pimozide (0.5 mg/kg) on specific hedonic and neutral taste reactivity components.
Mean number of hedonic (TPs, LTPs and PL) and neutral (MMs) taste reactivity reactions displayed per minute after pimozide (close squares)
or vehicle (open circles) treatment in 3 consecutive trials (within-subjects design).
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within and between hedonic/aversive categories. The question
of whether pimozide produces anhedonia or merely a sen-
sorimotor suppression depends on the pattern of suppression.
Manipulations that change palatability typically alter all the
members of a single affective category selectively (e.g., reduce
all hedonic reactions without altering aversive reactions), or
else they change the two categories in reciprocal directions
(e.g., reducing hedonic reactions and enhancing aversive reac-
tions). But manipulations that change different affective cate-
gories (hedonic and neutral in this case) in the same direction
(suppression), as in experiment 1, imply a general sensorimotor
effect rather than a specific shift in palatability [for discussion,
see (7)].

In experiment 1, pimozide produced a general sensorimotor
suppression of the capacity to emit most reactions to a sus-
tained sucrose stimulus. What is not yet clear is whether it also
produced a shift in palatability too. Both a “pure sensorimotor
suppression” interpretation and a “sensorimotor suppression
plus anhedonia” interpretation are consistent with the effects of
pimozide on taste reactivity elicited by sucrose.

A choice between these alternative interpretations can
come from an examination of the effect of pimozide on aver-
sive reactions elicited by noxious tastes, such as quinine. If a
primary effect of pimozide is to make tastes less palatable, then
aversive reactions should be relatively immune to suppression.
In fact, if it makes tastes more unpalatable, aversive reactions
should be enhanced. By contrast, if pimozide simply produces a
global sensorimotor suppression of the capacity to sustain high
levels of motor responses in general and does not alter the bal-
ance between hedonic/aversive palatability, then aversive reac-
tions to quinine should be suppressed by pimozide administra-
tion just as reactions to sucrose are suppressed.

EXPERIMENT 2: DOES PIMOZIDE MODIFY THE EMISSION OF 
AVERSIVE REACTIONS TO QUININE?

At first sight, this question would seem to have been an-
swered by the finding of Parker and Lopez (43) that pimozide
administration increases aversive gapes to oral infusions of
highly concentrated quinine. However, Parker and Lopez re-
ported the absolute number of gapes observable, which is
complicated by the suppression of locomotion by pimozide
demonstrated in experiment 1 (and found by Parker and Lo-
pez). The complication is that suppression of locomotion
could conceivably bias the videoanalysis of taste reactivity
data by changing the proportion of a trial that a rat is “on
screen” and able to be scored. Suppression of locomotion
could increase time on screen, resulting in inflated reaction
scores. Although sucrose elicits too little locomotion for this
to distort hedonic scores, quinine normally elicits intense lo-
comotion at the concentration used by Parker and Lopez (43).
High locomotion makes it difficult during a quinine infusion
for a videocamera to track the head and face of the moving
rat. If locomotion is high enough, there may be substantial
portions of the infusion trial when the rat is not “on screen.”
Because the absolute number of aversive gapes counted dur-
ing a 2-min test, regardless of time on screen, were counted by
Parker and Lopez (43), pimozide simply may have reduced lo-
comotion and caused rats to spend more time in view of the
camera compared with control rats, artificially inflating aver-
sive reactivity scores. If so, the “higher” aversive score may
simply have been an artifact due to greater visibility and not
due to a real increase in the incidence of aversive reactions.

To resolve this issue, we took two steps. First, the original
videotapes from the third experiment of Parker and Lopez

(43) were rescored by both laboratories, and the calculation
of gapes per minute was corrected for time the mouth was in
view. Because the results of this rescoring showed that the
original apparent enhancement of gapes was indeed illusory
due to the scoring artifact described above, a second experi-
ment was conducted at the University of Michigan to replicate
the new conclusion. This experiment also extended the qui-
nine stimulus duration to make it comparable to experiment 1
for the purpose of assessing sensorimotor suppression.

Method

Experiment 2A: Corrected effect of pimozide on gapes [re-
analysis of the results by Parker and Lopez (43); Wilfrid Lau-
rier University and University of Michigan] In Parker and Lo-
pez (43), 19 rats had been injected with either 0.5 mg/kg pi-
mozide or vehicle by using a between-subjects design. Four
hours later, rats received 2 ml of 0.1% quinine solution at the
rate of 1 ml/min during a 2-min trial. Both laboratories re-
scored the videotaped data for frequency of aversive reactions
and for total amount of time on camera. To correct for time
off screen in this reanalysis, the total score for each aversive
reaction counted for each trial was divided by the total period
that the face of the rat was in actual view, resulting in a final
score of reactions per minute in view. Because both laborato-
ries concurred in the results of the reanalysis of the video-
tapes, statistics from only one laboratory (Wilfrid-Laurier)
are presented.

Experiment 2B: Corrected effect of pimozide on quinine
aversion (University of Michigan). This experiment replicated
the procedures of Parker and Lopez (43), except that it (a) in-
creased the infusion duration to 10 min to make the trial dura-
tion comparable to experiment 1 so that the time course of pi-
mozide effects could be compared, (b) incorporated the time-
in-view calculation used in experiment 2A, (c) used a within-
subject design so that each rat could serve as its own control
(in counterbalanced order, 48 h apart) and (d) used a fine-
grained slow-motion videoanalysis to assess the effects of pi-
mozide on aversive reaction patterns as accurately as possible.
Twenty-one male Sprague–Dawley rats served as the subjects.
The rats were run in two different groups. Eight rats had pre-
viously participated in experiment 1B. The other 12 rats were
naive to drug treatment. The taste stimulus used for infusion
was 0.1% (2.6 3 1023 M) quinine sulfate. Videoanalyses were
conducted in slow motion as in experiment 1B.

Results

Experiment 2A. When time in view was controlled, the
mean number of gapes, chin rubs, paw treads, head shakes or
forelimb flails emitted per minute displayed by the pimozide-
pretreated group did not significantly differ from that of the
vehicle-pretreated group (Fig. 3). The apparent enhancement
of gapes found by Parker and Lopez (43), in other words, ap-
peared with reanalysis to be an artifact of the tendency of pi-
mozide-treated animals to remain less active and thus in clear
view of the camera when they received concentrated quinine
rather than to an actual increase in the rate of gape emission.

Experiment 2B. A preliminary analysis showed that the
source groups of rats did not differ from each other in taste reac-
tivity, so the two groups were combined to form a single group
for all subsequent within-subject analyses. As in experiment 2A,
pimozide significantly reduced locomotion [F(1, 19) 5 10.12,
p , 0.05] and thus increased the proportion of time that the rats
face presented a clear image on screen. When controlled for in
terms of time on screen, pimozide administration (0.5 mg/kg, IP)
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again failed to enhance any aversive reaction. On the contrary,
pimozide significantly reduced total aversive reactions (gapes,
forelimb flails, head shakes, face washing, chin rubbing and paw
treading combined) elicited by quinine per minute in view
[F(1, 19) 5 14.31, p , 0.01]. As was seen in experiment 1, the
suppressive effect of pimozide was evident primarily in the later
minutes of the 10-min oral infusion (Fig. 4). Aversive taste reac-
tivity patterns remained unchanged after pimozide treatment
during the first 2 min (which is consistent with the time course of
suppression seen in experiment 2A). However, aversive reac-
tions were reduced under pimozide treatment relative to con-
trols after the 3rd minute (p , 0.05; Fig. 4).

When gapes and other reactivity components were ana-
lyzed separately, pimozide did not modify gapes during the
first 2 min of the trial, again consistent with experiment 2A.
However, pimozide administration reduced gapes emitted
during minutes 3–10 [F(1, 6) 5 3.92, p , 0.05]. Pimozide also
reduced the emission of forelimb flails [F(1, 6) 5 18.60, p ,
0.01] and chin rubs [F(1, 6) 5 5.21, p , 0.05] during these later
minutes.

Discussion

Pimozide failed to enhance gapes or any other aversive re-
action in either experiment once the suppression of locomo-
tion (and increase of time on screen) was taken into account.
On the contrary, pimozide suppressed the corrected rate of
emission of most aversive reactions, including gapes, just as it
suppressed hedonic reactions and activity in experiment 1.
The suppression was not apparent in the first 2 min of the test
but emerged after a delay as the oral infusion went on.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

These results directly contradict the hypothesis that dopa-
mine blockade makes tastes seem more unpalatable. Rather,
reactions from all categories (aversive, hedonic, and general
activity) appear to be reduced similarly by pimozide adminis-
tration. The most parsimonious interpretation of these results

(and those of previous taste reactivity studies) is that pimozide
produces a general sensorimotor impairment of the ability to
sustain high rates of effortful taste reactivity components (ac-
tive gapes, rhythmic tongue protrusions, etc.) in response to a
protracted stimulus that lasts more than a few minutes. Some
types of taste reactivity components, such as those which in-
volve forward locomotion and limb use, may be more suscep-
tible to this suppression than others (being suppressed even in
the first minutes of a first trial). Reactions to short-term infu-
sions of 1 min or less may not be suppressed at all because the
suppression grows when the behavior has to be sustained (i.e.,
when the stimulus continues) or when trials are repeated. But
virtually all taste reactivity responses succumbed eventually
under pimozide when examined closely enough and long
enough, which is the hallmark of a general sensorimotor sup-
pression. Even the sole exception to general suppression,
rhythmic mouth movements (without visible tongue protru-
sion), which were enhanced, may be interpreted as a second-
ary consequence of a sensorimotor suppression of midline
tongue protrusions.

The reason overall suppression of lick emission by dopa-
mine antagonists often has not been reported in free-intake
tests (56,74,75) may be that free intake entails less strenuous
response demands than the prolonged oral infusion used in
our experiments. In a free-intake test, it is easier for a rat to
pause between lick bouts because it controls the stimulus, but
a sustained oral infusion may prompt the rat to respond ac-
tively to the taste for a longer period than it would otherwise
do, thus exposing the pimozide-induced suppression more
clearly as the infusion continues.

Separating Sensorimotor Suppression from Palatability Shifts

There are two features of our data that suggest pimozide-
induced changes in taste reactivity are due solely to impairment
of sensorimotor function rather than to shifts in palatability.
The first feature is the timing of the drug-induced effect, and
the second feature is the lack of selectivity of the effect.

Timing. Manipulations that alter hedonic or aversive taste
palatability (such as hunger/satiety, aversion conditioning,
brain lesions, opioid or benzodiazepine agents, etc.) typically
produce taste reactivity changes that can be detected in the
first seconds or minute of a taste infusion [e.g., (4,5,7,14,16,28,
30–32,44,59,62)]. Pimozide, by contrast, produced an effect in
experiments 1 and 2 that emerged gradually over successive
minutes as the oral infusion was continued and that some-
times grew in strength as trials were repeated (1), which is
consistent with the report by Leeb et al. (37). The delayed ef-
fect argues against an immediate and direct change in taste
palatability after pimozide administration but is more com-
patible with the interpretation that the rats cannot maintain
high response rates after an initial burst of taste reactivity
components. However, the effect of pimozide on general ac-
tivity (locomotion and rearing) did not change across minutes
or trials. Such general motor responses may be more suscepti-
ble to the sensorimotor suppressant effects of pimozide than
are hedonic or aversive facial taste reactivity components.

Category specificity. Previous taste reactivity studies that
reported pharmacological modulation of palatability (e.g., he-
donic modulation by opioid or benzodiazepine agonists) have
based their conclusions on the selectivity of drug-induced
change across affective categories (hedonic vs. aversive) of re-
action patterns. For example, drugs such as chlordiazepoxide,
diazepam and similar benzodiazepine agonists, which appear
to enhance palatability, selectively increase hedonic reaction

FIG. 3. Experiment 2A: Effects of pimozide (0.5 mg/kg) on aversive
reactions corrected for time in view of camera [reanalysis of the
results by Parker and Lopez (43)]. The mean number of gapes, chin
rubs (CR), paw treads (PT), head shakes (HS) and forelimb flails
(FF) per minute, corrected for time off screen, displayed in response
to a 0.1% quinine taste after pimozide or vehicle treatment (between-
subjects design).
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patterns in taste reactivity tests (7,10,27,40,41). Aversive reac-
tions either are not altered or are suppressed by benzodiaz-
epines (10,41,64), and locomotion is reliably suppressed (41).
Similarly, opioid agonists such as morphine increase hedonic
reactions but suppress aversive reactions, which is consistent
with a positive shift in palatability (16,44,45,49). In all these
cases, a palatability shift interpretation was made plausible by
the directional selectivity of the effect on affective categories
of taste reactivity.

The general pattern of overall response suppression pro-
duced by pimozide in the present experiments, however, was
very different and is not conducive to a palatability shift inter-
pretation. The pimozide suppression applied to hedonic, aver-

sive and neutral categories of taste reactivity and to general
activity. This general suppression is most parsimoniously in-
terpreted as general impairment of the capacity to sustain
high rates of motor reactions in response to a sustained elicit-
ing stimulus. This sensorimotor interpretation is similar to the
“anergia” hypothesis of dopamine function advanced by Sala-
mone and his colleagues (38,51–54). They suggested, based on
studies of instrumental behavior, that dopamine antagonists
impair the sensorimotor capacity to sustain effort, especially
in situations that have continuing high response demands.
Our results suggest that this impairment also can apply to
stimulus-elicited species-specific reactions, such as taste reac-
tivity components.

FIG. 4. Experiment 2B: Effects of pimozide (0.5 mg/kg) on aversive taste reactivity reactions. Mean number of combined aversive reactions
and of separate aversive components, corrected for time off screen, displayed per minute in response to a 0.1% quinine sulfate taste after
pimozide (closed squares) or vehicle (open circles) treatment (within-subjects design).
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Alternative Motivational Role of Dopamine Systems

Although our results indicate that pimozide fails to shift
taste palatability, a motivational role for mesotelencephalic
dopamine systems cannot be ruled out. There is considerable
evidence that dopamine agents alter reward properties of
food and other incentives, as described in the introduction, in
addition to their sensorimotor effects [e.g., (58) for review].
How can the many demonstrations of reduced reward re-
ported in the literature be reconciled with our conclusion that
pimozide fails to shift hedonic/aversive palatability?

Reward Wanting vs. Liking: Incentive Salience Hypothesis

In an “incentive salience” hypothesis for the role of dopamine
systems in reward, Berridge and others have suggested that
food reward can be dissociated into two component processes,
corresponding to liking and wanting (6,8,11,12,50). Liking is the
colloquial word that best captures palatability: the actual
hedonic impact of a reward, which is reflected by hedonic/aver-
sive patterns of taste reactivity. Neuropharmacological agents
that act on opioid or benzodiazepine/gamma-aminobutyric acid
systems alter the liking component of food reward, as do
many neural and psychological manipulations (6).

Our present results indicate that dopamine does not medi-
ate taste liking, but hedonic liking is not the only component of
food reward according to the incentive salience hypothesis.
Wanting is a separate process needed to translate liking for a
food incentive into free-intake or goal-oriented instrumental
behavior. The hypothesis posits that motivation and reward re-
quire the attribution of incentive salience to the neural repre-
sentation of the liked food reward, which makes the incentive
event attractive and wanted. Incentive salience attribution is
posited to be mediated in part by dopaminergic nigrostriatal
and mesoaccumbens systems (6,8,11,12,50).

Ordinarily, liking and wanting change together when a ma-
nipulation alters reward value, but the incentive salience hy-
pothesis suggests that pharmacological and neural manipula-
tions which act primarily on mesotelencephalic dopamine
systems can alter incentive salience or wanting specifically
(6,50). For example, these manipulations include 6-OHDA le-
sions, which induce aphagia, or electrical simulation of the lat-
eral hypothalamus, which elicits feeding, and the administra-
tion of dopamine antagonists. Although these manipulations
produce dramatic changes in free intake, they fail to produce
a shift in hedonic/aversive palatability as assessed by taste re-
activity patterns (11,12,64). Our conclusion that the reward ef-
fects of neuroleptic drugs and other dopamine manipulations
are not due to anhedonia seems consistent with a recent re-
port that pimozide administration to humans failed to sup-
press the subjective ratings of “drug liking” given by subjects
to amphetamine administration (13).

When these results are considered together, the previous
reports of palatability shifts after pimozide administration
may have been misled by the sensorimotor suppression effects
of the drug (on overall taste reactivity patterns and on loco-
motion) and may not have been based on a true shift in he-
donic/aversive palatability. An effect of dopamine antagonists
specifically on food or drug reward is more likely to be due to
a change in incentive salience (wanting) rather than to a shift
in affect (liking). Interestingly, a recent study of human drug
addicts has reported that the most powerful subjective effect
of haloperidol administration is to suppress the conditioned
craving for cocaine evoked by watching cocaine-related films
(3). That report seems consistent with both the basic hypothe-
sis that dopamine neural function is important to incentive sa-
lience attribution and to the related hypothesis that addiction
is mediated in part by an amplification of the wanting compo-
nent of reward, which is caused by neural sensitization of
dopamine-related systems (8,50).

Conclusion

Pimozide does not shift the palatability of a sweet or bitter
taste, although it does suppress taste reactivity components in
a gradual sensorimotor fashion. Previous conclusions that pi-
mozide shifted hedonic/aversive taste reactivity patterns ap-
pear to have been based on two sensorimotor consequences
of the drug. The first effect was a general sensorimotor sup-
pression of all taste reactivity components, regardless of he-
donic/aversive/neutral category, which can produce an illusion
of anhedonia. The second pimozide effect was a pronounced
suppression of locomotion, which can artificially inflate reac-
tivity scores, especially for quinine solutions that ordinarily
elicit high locomotion. When these effects were identified and
controlled for in the present study, no evidence remained for
an anhedonic shift in palatability. Our conclusion that dopa-
mine receptor blockade does not shift taste liking is not meant
to rule out a role for brain dopamine systems in food reward.
It simply indicates that neuroleptic reward effects must in-
stead be mediated by suppression of some other psychological
component of reward, such as incentive salience or wanting,
which is separate from hedonics or liking.
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